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**Soon to be adapted as a major TV series** The war raged across the galaxy. Billions had died,
billions more were doomed. Moons, planets, the very stars themselves, faced destruction, coldblooded, brutal, and worse, random. The Idirans fought for their Faith; the Culture for its moral right
to exist. Principles were at stake. There could be no surrender. Within the cosmic conflict, an
individual crusade. Deep within a fabled labyrinth on a barren world, a Planet of the Dead
proscribed to mortals, lay a fugitive Mind. Both the Culture and the Idirans sought it. It was the fate
of Horza, the Changer, and his motley crew of unpredictable mercenaries, human and machine, to
actually find it - and with it their own destruction. Consider Phlebas is a space opera of stunning
power and awesome imagination, from a modern master of science fiction. Praise for the Culture
series: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its ideas and absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday
'Banks has created one of the most enduring and endearing visions of the future' Guardian 'Jampacked with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive reading' Sunday Telegraph The

Culture series: Consider Phlebas The Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art
Excession Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen Sonata Other books
by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist

The Culture Reread: Nervous Energy (Consider Phlebas, Part ...
Welcome to the Culture Reread! Today is the first proper post of the series, and we’re off with the
prologue and chapters 1 and 2 of Consider Phlebas. Consider Phlebas, the first Culture novel that
Banks completed and published, appeared in 1987. It takes place against the background of a long
and ...

Culture Book ‘Consider Phlebas’ TV Series Adaptation By ...
Iain M. Banks' Culture book series is headed to TV. Amazon has acquired global TV rights to the
first novel in the series, Consider Phlebas,

Amazon Is Developing A Series Based On Iain M. Banks’ Sci ...
Amazon has acquired the rights to adapt the first installment of Iain M. Banks’ popular Culture
series for a potential TV show.

Amazon To Adapt Sci-fi Novel Consider Phlebas For TV | Den ...
Amazon’s interminable project backlog of genre-driven peak television offerings just added a major
mythology. Amazon Video, the streaming service of the online retail leviathan, has acquired the
global rights to a TV adaptation of Consider Phlebas, which was the canonical starting point of
author Iain M. Banks’s celebrated books, collectively known as the 'Culture' series.

The Culture - Wikipedia
The Culture is a fictional interstellar post-scarcity civilization that resembles or is organized similarly
to, a communistic [not in citation given] or anarcho-communistic [citation needed] society. The
Culture was created by the Scottish writer Iain M. Banks and features in a number of his space
opera novels and works of short fiction, collectively called the Culture series.

The Culture (Literature) - TV Tropes

The Culture is a series of novels (and some short stories) by Iain M. Banks which share a common
setting, the civilization known as The Culture.. Consider Phlebas (1987); The Player of Games
(1988, typically considered the best introduction to the series); Use of Weapons (1990); The State
of the Art (1991) A collection of short fiction, some of it set in The Culture universe.

List Of Spacecraft In The Culture Series - Wikipedia
This is a list of spacecraft found in the Culture novels and short stories by Iain M. Banks.Most ships
in this list are members of The Culture, the hybrid society featured in many of these novels.In this
setting, each Culture ship, and some others, is also an artificial intelligence with a distinctive
personality. Many of these ships are significant characters in the novels.

Amazon Studios To Bring Iain M. Banks’s Culture To The ...
Amazon’s next big television project has been announced–an adaptation of Consider Phlebas, the
first novel in Iain M. Banks’s Culture series.No word on when it will premiere, but we have some
details below.

With Iain M. Banks Series, Does Amazon Have Its 'Game Of ...
The late science fiction author Iain M. Banks' ten-book space opera, his "The Culture" series, will
see the first story turned into an Amazon TV series.

Iain M. Banks Sci-Fi Phenomenon The Culture Headed ... - /Film
Move over Dune, your time is up. Iain M. Banks‘ The Culture is finally coming to the big screen.
The first of Banks’ science fiction novels to portray ‘The Culture’ was Consider Phlebas, published
back in 1987. That was when I was a young teenager and always keen to find the next big thing in
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